
 

Where now for agent-based computing?

January 18 2006

AgentLink III, as its name suggests, was the third project in the series
and author of the roadmap. Funded by the IST programme, it addressed
the current state-of-the-art and postulated likely future directions for
agent-based technologies, an activity seen as essential to help industry
target its investment and to inform policy-makers on areas of particular
importance.

In essence, an agent is an autonomous software system: a system that can
decide for itself what it needs to do. Underpinning many aspects of
broader information technology, some of the most compelling
developments in IT – the semantic Web, ambient intelligence, the Grid,
autonomic systems – require agent technologies or something similar for
their realisation.

Roadmap coordinator Michael Luck of Southampton University in the
UK gave some examples of how agent-based computing has already
helped some project partners in their business. "Daimler-Chrysler for
example implemented an agent-based system on one factory floor to
allow individual workpieces to be directed dynamically around the
production area. The intention was to implement flexible manufacturing
to meet rapidly changing operations targets. The result was a 10 per
increase in productivity."

Another example, he says, is that of a shipping company that needed to
improve its management of shipping routes for oil tankers. "By
modelling each tanker as an agent, the company was able to develop
much better simulations of the operating environment, helping them to
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react more immediately to changing circumstances."

How rapidly business adopts agent technologies from this point depends
on how fast and how well such technologies can be linked to existing and
proven software. Luck believes that the real challenges to further take-up
are cultural or conceptual. "Very often, the difficulty in implementation
is the need for a new way of thinking, a re-look at the way people do
things."

He warns, however, of dangers in the growing ubiquity of agent-based
computing. Now that such applications are spreading throughout
industry, he believes, we are at risk of losing focus as agent-based
applications become embedded into ever-larger, and sometimes
proprietary, systems.

Luck stresses the importance of remembering that all of these larger
technologies still use software agents. "As agent-based systems become
'sucked up' into larger infrastructures, they will no longer be recognised
as agent-based technologies. The risk is that we lose the ability to think
laterally as ever-larger systems narrow the potential for development."

"The question is whether in ten years time we'll still be using the term
'agents'? I'm certain that we will be using agent-based technologies, even
if by then they go by another name."
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